
There are quite a few steps to ensure the computer is safe to use again. 

First off DONT trust your current AV at the moment. 

 

1. Go HERE and run ESET online scanner until it is completely done don't stop it and let it clean up 

ANYTHING it finds even if its something you wanted.  Dont do the download use the online scanner 

"SCAN NOW" option. 

 

2. Now go HERE and run that scanner too but NOT AT THE SAME TIME AS THE ONE ABOVE !! 

 

3. If they both turned up clean (which I doubt) then go HERE and take the FREE download. Install 

and RUN it then select SCAN and use the "THREAT SCAN" until the end and let it clean anything 

else it finds. 

 

4. If at this point the computer becomes unusable you had a major virus and will have to do a total 

fresh install of the OS from known safe media. 

 

5. If you got this far you should be pretty clean but you are not out of the woods yet. 

 

6. Go HERE and download CLEANER install and run just the cleaner section nothing else "Analyse" 

then when it has done that select "RUN CLEANER on the lower right and let it do its thing. 

 

7. Almost there just a couple more steps. Go HERE download and install. Run it and select DEEP 

SCAN  and when its done that select  CLEAN. Its up to you if you want to back up but in view of 

what you said I would not do that at this time as you could just be backing up remnants of a nasty. 

 

8. Double check that your own AV runs and performs as expected by doing a full scan and if you 

notice any issues uninstall and clean it out and install a fresh clean copy. But go to step 1. again after 

you uninstall !!! 

 

If your computer is still usable (should be) then you would want to MOVE your sketches folder 

somewhere safe FIRST !! 

Now  UNINSTALL the IDE completely and run a FRESH installation however you should do a clean 

up with both CCLEANER and WISE after the uninstall and BEFORE re-installing the IDE. 

 

There is a folder you will want to delete and its probably one of the following locations. If you cant 

find it then you need to enable "Show Hidden Folders" full clean up instructions attached below. 

 

NOTE some scanner will report WISE as possible PUP’s It should maybe have a count of 4-7. 

This can be disregarded for the most part but if you want to kill those sections of WISE I have had no 

issues with functionality since nailing those suspected PUP’s. 

https://www.eset.com/ca/home/online-scanner/
https://www.bitdefender.com/scanner/online/free.html
https://www.malwarebytes.com/
https://www.piriform.com/ccleaner/download
http://www.wisecleaner.com/

